
		
																																																																																						

DRY VEGETABLE MARKET REPORT 
Week of December 24, 2017 

(Note: See end of report for explanation to the color codes) 

Tomatoes 

East   
• Rounds – Ruskin is wrapping up the last of their alright limited crop. Meanwhile, our Immokalee area 

farms are finally getting off the ground. South Florida’s crop will continue to increase over the next 14 
days as more growers get into their fields and post-Irma crops come into maturity. Bear in mind that the 
pipeline is dry and it will take some time to fill inventory levels back to par. Expect the market to take a 
turn around the first or second week of January, depending on demand. FOBs are steady at higher than 
usual prices moving into next week and are expected to remain that way for the remainder of 2017. On 
the bright side, quality and sizing is excellent!  

• Romas- In a very similar update to the rounds, romas will continue to be scarce for the next 14 days as 
our post- Irma Immokalee crops begin. FOBs remain steady and are expected to stay this way through 
the remainder of 2017. As the dry pipeline fills, prices and supply will loosen in early 2018. Quality and 
sizing is looking excellent so far.  

• Grapes- Grapes have been on a roller coaster ride the last few weeks. We saw a brief dip in FOBs as 
supply improved, however, they rebounded due to the post-Irma supply gap. FOBs remain steady 
moving into next week, but are expected to fall about a week before rounds. Look for relief around the 
end of December. Quality is shaping up to be good so far, even though supply is still limited.   

• Cherries- Although supply is still somewhat limited, demand remains low keeping FOBs at a steady 
price point. Quality is good.   

West/Mexico  
• Rounds- Eastern MX experienced an unexpected freeze and heavy snowfall which forced demand to 

move to Baja. With an already dwindling supply from season decline in the area, this pushed FOBs up 
to an abnormally high price. Moving into next week, supply on smaller size fruit is loosening up a bit 
while big fruit still remains very tight. Culiacan hardly scratching the surface right now. Supplies will 
strengthen each passing week and reach normal levels around the 2nd week of January from the 
region. Until then, expect a tighter than usual market. Pricing for next week is steady and quality is 
mostly good with some softer fruit presenting itself.   

• Romas- The unexpected freeze in Eastern MX forced demand to move to the Baja region which is in its 
seasonal decline. Culiacan is hardly scratching the surface, but is providing enough to keep pricing 
steady moving into next week. Supplies will continue to improve with each passing week and be to 
normal levels in mid-January. Quality is mostly good but some softer fruit can be found.  

• Grapes- Prices are just slightly down as supply picks up. Quality has been good from all western 
markets.  

• Cherries- Supply is still fairly limited, but improving. However, demand is a little heavier which is 
resulting in steady pricing. Look for relief in the next 10 days as more volume builds. Quality is good.   

  



*Eastern & some MX crops experienced a recent frost which has slowed production. See 
below for further details regarding the affects this will have and when relief is expected.  

 Green Bell Pepper 
    East- South & Central FL supply is improving, but not yet abundant to meet all needs. A frost 
crossed the area which resulting in yet again, another delay in product growth. Despite this, prices 
are just slightly down. Look for larger relief after the holidays as warmer temps settle back into the 
area. Quality is good.  

West- MX is seeing good volume and strong sizes as production increases. Prices are slowing 
easing downward as more growers come on board. Quality is excellent.  

Red Bell Pepper 
West- Steady, yet light supplies continue to trickle from the west. Overall quality is good but 

there have been some reports of mixed color from some fields. Prices are steady.  

Yellow Squash / Zucchini 
East- The recent frost tightened supplies suddenly with prices moving upward a few dollars. 

Quality has been affected, mostly on yellow squash. Relief is expected after the holidays once 
warmer weather settles in and boosts plant growth. 

West- With cooler temperatures passing through the area, production has slowed drastically. 
Prices are up a few dollars. Quality is good. Relief is expected after the holidays once warmer 
weather settles in and boosts plant growth.  

Cucumbers 
East- Supplies are dwindling down as more FL growers start to wind down their winter crop. 

Honduras imports are starting to channel in with more volume expected to come on board the middle 
of next week. Prices have perked up a few dollars during this short gap period. Quality is good.  

West- Baja’s season is almost done, but mainland MX is pushing good solid numbers out. The 
crop was not affected by the frost as much as other categories. Quality is mostly good but is seeing 
some issues with shelf life. Prices are fairly steady but expected to move up a few dollars once Baja 
is completely done.   
  
Eggplant 

East- FL has excellent supply & quality. Prices are cheap and steady week over week.  
West- MX has excellent supply & quality. Prices are cheap and steady week over week.  

Jalapenos 
East- Prices remain steady as the crop shifts down to South FL where growers are just tapping 

fields. Quality is good.  
West- Sonora & Sinaloa are in their peak production time with great quality and heat levels. 

Prices remain low.  

Beans 
East- Beans have snapped back into a very tight situation due to the frost causing trouble in 

the crop. Volume will be sporadic through the remainder of 2017. FOBs took a large jump up.  
West- Due mostly to cooler weather, MX supply is at less than favorable volumes. FOBs are up 

a few dollars. Quality can be questionable.   



• Eastern Growing Region(s) Weather Forecast: 
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• Western Growing Region(s) Weather Forecast:     

    � 	  �  

Code to Color Alerts: 

 Market generally with-in normal ranges and steady from last week for both pricing and quality.  Any price changes 
can be expected to be $2.50 or less with no major changes in quality.  Also, no change in the growing region(s) and no 
news that could drastically affect pricing in the future.  

 Some news included concerning the market that may indicate a moderate change in pricing and/or quality. FOB 
pricing is generally up or down between $2.50 and $5.00 from the previous week.  It will also be used to indicate news 
that may have a drastic impact on the price, quality and/or availability in future weeks (versus the following week).  Finally, 
this color will also be used to indicate a commodity that continues to be outside the normal range as far as price, quality 
and/or availability. 

 News included that indicates a major change in the market from the previous week as far as pricing, quality and/
or availability. May see price changes, up or down, in excess of $5.00 per case.  This color will only be used to indicate a 
major change from the previous week.    

Important note:  This market report is only a snapshot of the various commodity markets as of the morning of the date of 
the report.  When we expect a trend to develop, we will express that expectation.  However, commodity markets are 
subject to actual supply and demand levels and can change quickly due to weather and other unforeseen factors.  
Therefore, please be aware that markets may change from the time this report is published and the time prices are set for 
the following week.  If such changes are dramatic, we will publish a revised market report.


